About the Presenters
Brent Burley is a Principal Software Engineer at Walt Disney Animation Studios, working on production rendering software. In additional to creating Ptex and the Disney BRDF, he recently oversaw development of Disney's Hyperion Renderer, a new physically based renderer used on Big Hero 6.
Danny Chan started programming on the TRS-80 color computer and has been part of the videogame industry for the last twenty years. He is currently Lead Graphics Programmer at Sledgehammer Games, where he has contributed to Call of Duty: Modern Warfare and Call of Duty: Advanced Warfare since joining the company at its inception. Prior to that, he's worked at Crystal Dynamics (Gex and Gex: Enter the Gecko), Naughty Dog (Lead Programmer on Crash Team Racing), Namco (Lead Programmer on Afro Samurai ), EA (From Russia with Love), and on various independent projects under Heroes & Giants.
Luca Fascione is Head of Rendering Research at Weta Digital, where he leads the activity of research around rendering algorithms and material modeling. He joined Weta in 2004 and has also worked for Pixar Animation Studios. The rendering group's software-including PantaRay and Manuka-has been supporting the realization of large-scale productions such as Avatar, The Adventures of Tintin, the Planet of the Apes films and the Hobbit trilogy. We will go over the fundamentals behind physically based shading models, starting with a qualitative description of the underlying physics, followed by a quantitative description of the relevant mathematical models, and finally discussing how these mathematical models can be implemented for shading.
Micha l Iwanicki

Modeling and Rendering Layered Materials
Wenzel Jakob
Many materials in our world are made of multiple layers whose optical properties all influence the combined appearance. There has been considerable interest in simulating this behavior, but at the same time there is a surprising lack of accurate computational models. Even the simplest nontrivial system of a single scattering medium bounded by a smooth interface is only roughly approximated by standard BRDF models. In this talk, I will discuss recent work that proposed a fast numerical method for precomputing BRDFs of arbitrary layered materials. I will give a hands-on overview of the underlying algorithms and show how to use these tools to solve challenging layering computations.
Approximate Models for Physically Based Rendering Micha l Iwanicki and Angelo Pesce
Physically based rendering has been getting increasingly popular amongst the real-time graphics community over the last few years. The images resulting from applying physically based models allow us to generate convincing, photorealistic images and provide consistent results, which is much desired within demanding production environments. Unfortunately, as these production models become more sophisticated, the computational power required for them increases as well-often above the tight limits imposed for real-time applications.
This talk describes various simplifications that can be applied to popular physically based models, while still retaining their most important visual characteristics. We will talk about how such approximate models can be created, and discuss the possibilities and limitations of both hand-creating them and using automated tools for their discovery. We will describe the methods of fitting the parameters of the approximate models as well as best practices that we established during our experiments. We will also present a few case studies, showing how those rules can be applied to real-world situations:
• An approximate model for area lighting of microfacet-based BRDFs
• Image-based lighting of a diffuse BRDF with a retroreflective component
• An improved approximation of the anisotropic specular reflection exhibited by many models at grazing angles
Real-World Measurements for Call of Duty: Advanced Warfare Danny Chan
We attempted to take a holistic approach to rendering on Advanced Warfare, emphasizing balance through consistency. Real-world measurements ended up being an integral part of our understanding of materials and lighting; we recorded many measurements and while a lot of these were used directly in the game, much of the benefit of these processes lay in gaining an intuition for appropriate values for diffuse albedo, gloss and luminance. In this talk we'll discuss the workflows we used related to:
• Diffuse albedo texture capture
• Gloss value measurement
• Lighting measurement
• HDR photography for validation of luminance and look
• Material whiteboxes
• Skybox capture
Advanced Lighting R&D at Ready At Dawn Studios David Neubelt and Matt Pettineo
In the first part of the presentation, we will share how we developed and implemented an alternative approach for low-to-medium gloss materials that makes use of spherical radial basis functions for approximating incoming radiance. It will include an overview of the full GI baking pipeline that was used in the development of The Order: 1886 and will also cover how we transitioned from using spherical harmonics to spherical Gaussians as our primary representation. In addition, we will provide insight into performance and other practical issues that were encountered during the process of finalizing the game.
For the second half of the presentation, we will be sharing the results of our latest research into developing a fully calibrated lighting pipeline for future titles. We will discuss the workflow and technology used for authoring lighting environments that are calibrated against real-world references, and the impact this has on our core rendering systems. We will also discuss the development of the latest iteration of our in-house material scanning system, which has been extended to capture specular properties. Finally, we will discuss the workflow problems that were encountered during the development of The Order: 1886 and how these issues could have been mitigated by our new techniques for calibration, acquisition and verification.
Extending Disney's Physically Based BRDF with Integrated Subsurface Scattering Brent Burley
The Disney BRDF, presented in this course in 2012, continues to be applied to virtually all surfaces in every production at Walt Disney Animation Studios. This year we will present updates we have made to this model, the most significant of which is the integration of subsurface scattering. Energy conservation is becoming increasingly important-especially within a path-traced rendering context-so having an integrated model is essential. The integrated model also improves ease of use and consistency of results.
Physically Based Material Modeling at Weta Digital Luca Fascione
This talk will cover Weta Digital's approach to material modeling in the context of rendering for the visual effects industry. A number of choices were taken during the design and construction of our current system, some of which are less common than others. They will be presented as part of a few case studies based on recent productions at the studio, such as The Hobbit and Dawn of the Planet of the Apes, with an eye toward our evolving vision of rendering.
